A t-design, or t -(u, k, ,I) design, is a pair (X, B), where C.# is a system of k-sets (called blocks) from a u-set X such that each z-subset of X occurs in exactly ,I blocks of &I. A t-design is called simple if no blocks of B are repeated, and trivial if every k-subset of X is a block, and occurs precisely m times in S?.
In 1972 Alltop [ 1 ] discovered the first infinite family of non-trivial, simple Sdesigns. With the exception of two Sdesigns constructed by Kramer (1975 Kramer ( , 1981 all Sdesigns found before 1982 were constructed on an even number of points. In 1982, Magliveras and Leavitt [S] constructed over one-half million non-isomorphic 5-designs with u equal to 33. In the summer of 1984, van Trung [6] constructed the second infinite family of 5-
AND PI.AMBbC h designs, all for I' odd, by means of an elegant and simple argument. T&m van Trung shows that if i., is the number of blocks in a i --(I * k. I 1 design passing through a set of i points, 0 < i < t, and if I' i,,(& /. , ) c (; 1. &hen there exists a f -(c + 1, k, /. (r t + 1 )) design. He accomplishes this by first considering a set X of size 1' + 1. then constructing a t ---(v, k. i I design on each of the z! + 1 v-subsets of X. He then transforms these designs so as to obtain a collection of c' + 1 mutually disjoint designs on the r-subsets of X whose union is a new t-design. For Alltop's designs &(l.,, ~-2, j = 42 4n + '), r = 2k = 0(2"), and (;) = 0(2~"). Hence, the van Trunp condition is satisfied, and his new family of S-designs emerges.
Here, our strategy is to investigate the feasibility of adding s new points to the set X, and to study sufficient conditions for constructing mutually disjoint t -(u, k, ;O designs, one for each of the (' : ') o-subsets of X. We arrive at a condition which in the special case .s= 1 yields the van Trung construction.
Let (X9 ti) be a t -(u, k, 2) design. If 0 < i 6 t then (xi, &) is also an i -(u, k, iv;) design with IL, = i(; :)/($' -,'). Since the El, are integers we have the familiar necessary conditions for the existence of a t -(I:, k, ;.) design:
If X is a set, we denote by S, the symmetric group acting on X. When .%3 is a collection of subsets of a set X and h E S,, we denote by gh the collection { Bh: BE a}. Of course when (X, 93) is a t -(~1, k, A) design, then so is (X, 3"). Two t -(u, k, iL) designs (X, 39) and (X*, iB*) are said to be C&S-joint if 99 n .%P = 0. Let {(Xi, 4?,): 1 d i d m} be a collection of z-designs. We say that the designs are mutuall-v disjoint if (X,, ai) and (X,, gk) are disjoint for 1 <<j < k 6 m. If X is a set of cardinality v, then S, is transitive on the collection of all k-subsets of X. If KE X, lK[ = k, then the stabilizer of Kin SX is S,xS,-,, and has order k !(u -k)!. If K, and K, are any two k-subsets of X, then the set of all permutations h E S, such that Kf = K2 is a coset of the form (S, x S,. K). h, for some h, in S,. and therefore also has size k !(u -k) !.
The crucial condition that allows Tran van Trung to construct his "one-point extension" designs is that o( (1)/o) be larger than o(& (& -/i, ) ). The analogous condition that allows us to construct "s-point extension" designs is that o((;)/( ": ")) be larger than o(& (& -A,) ). We proceed by stating the following theorem. THEOREM 1. Suppose there exists a t -(u, k, 2) design and that s < t' is a positil)e integer ,for which l.,(& --fl, ) < (,")/( ( "t') -1 ). Then there exists m t-(~+s,k,E;("+:~')) design.
Proof. Let X= {x1, x2 ,..., x,+, > be a set of cardinality u + s and let X,, x*,... , X(" +,) be the collection of all distinct u-subsets of X. For each l= 1, 2 ,..., i"zs), let (Xi, 49:) be a t-(v, k, A) design on Xi. Under the hypothesis that I,(&, -A,) < (I)/((":") -l), we will show that there exist permutations hie S,, i = 1, 2,..., ("f"), so that the designs ((X,, .4$): !?& = 39*"1} are mutually disjoint. We choose h, to be the identity of s,,, so that 99r = ?8:. For i <j, let Xi and X, be the u-subsets of X corresponding to i and j, and let (Xi, &Yi) and (X,, G?,*) be t -(0, k, A) designs on Xi and Xj, respectively. Let x = xi,i be a fixed element of Xi -X,. . In particular, (U,,, I < u!, so that there exists h, E S, -U,,2 such that (Xl, B,) and (X2, %I, a2 = gZh*, are disjoint. Now suppose that permutations hi E S,,, i = 1, 2 ,..., n -1, have been found so that the designs (X,, &II), (X,, 91z) ,..., (XnM1, Bnp,), with 9Ji=&?i*hz, are mutually disjoint. Then IUl,nu U2,n~ ... u Un-,,nl
so there exists an h,,~ Sx,-(Ur=j U,,,). This implies that (X,, g,,) , &?,,=39zhn, is disjoint from each of (X1,%7,),..., (Xn-I,@-l).
Proceeding in this fashion to n=("zs) we get a complete set of mutually disjoint designs (X, , @I ),..., (X( D : "), a( L' + ")). We next show that s is a tmP(r+~s,li,n.("+; ')b design. If 1' IS any subset of .I. of size f, it belongs to precisely (I' ' : 'i [:-subsets X, of .Y, and for each k-, containing 7'. there are n blocks of 2, containing 7. Thus 7' is a subset of exactly R ( 1 + ,: ') members of 9. If 7'~ BE :&,, then 7'~ k,. and we have accounted for all blocks of a passing through T.
In 1972 Alltop [ 1 ] showed the existence of an infinite family of 5-designs as stated in the following theorem.
THEOREM (Alltop).
There P.Y~.s~,Y (1 5 -(2" t 2. 3" ' -t I, (2" ' .-3) (2" 2-1)) design fir eveq n 3 4. Proof Choosing n so that s+4 < (2" -n)/(n + 1) yields: 8. II < ~2~+22/ J-c (2Pf:,). Since (2" -n)/(n + 1 ) is isotonic with n, it suffices to take for N the least YI for which (2" -n)/(n + 1) > s + 4.
Application of Theorem 1 and the lemma yields the following theorem. '.-1)(2'1-2-1)(2"-' -4) 1 designs for each s> 2 when n > 6 is large enough so that (2" ' -2)/(n+ l)>s+6.
Moreover, using the 4-designs of Hubaut [4] as a starting point, with parameters
